The purposes of this study were to test the structural validity and to test the parameters invariance of the self-discipline measurement model for good student citizenship among the models, using the data from the 1,047 complete questionnaires and the reducing length questionnaires with multiple matrix sampling technique. The sample size of this study was 1,047 bachelor's degree students selected by means of a multi-stage sampling technique. A set of 5 rating scale and 89-item questionnaires, divided into two versions, 44 and 45 each. The data were analyzed by confirmatory factor analysis and multiple group analysis. The research findings were as follows: 1) the model can be used to confirm the self-discipline construct validity of 4 components as responsibility, honesty, compliance and patience with ambition and intention, and 2) patterns and parameters of the model were varied between the models using the data from the full questionnaire and the data that reduced the length of the questionnaire. However, the measurement model is consistent with the empirical data in both cases.
Introduction
Research instrument development for measuring social science variables is likely to use the increasing length since the researcher's point of view needed to be explained, the relationship between the variables is highly complex and correlated with many variables. As a result, the concept of research is broader and more complex. Moreover, according to the principles of measurement and analysis of social science variables, the use of multiple questions will not only help confirm the content validity of the abstract measurement. In addition, the instrument reliability increases with the number of items [41] . In practice; however, many of the problems followed by the use of instruments are beyond the scope of the respondent's attention, no matter what kind of data collection method [4] .
Questionnaires and tests are popular tools used by researchers to collect data and often found that the design for development and structuring multiple questions is for measuring each variable completely. While the length is increased, it has limitation towards quality if data in various cases ( [24] ; [14] (. For example, 1) the response rate is significantly reduced if the length of questionnaire is more than 4 pages [42] , 2) the willingness of the respondents decrease when they spend more than 20 minutes providing information [1] , 3) the return of the questionnaire is 30% when the questionnaire is 1 page long and it is gradually reduced if the number of pages of the questionnaire is added together with the question of attitudes and open-ended questions. [3] , 4) the return of short-length questionnaire with the probability is greater than the return of the long-length questionnaire ( [17] ; [33] (, 5) the length of the questionnaire correlates with the intention to read and respond to the questionnaire completely, 6) the respondents are more likely to misrepresent the factual information and have a large amount of missing data when using long-length questionnaire. There are also opportunities for rejection in the entire questionnaire ( [28] ; [10] ; [2] (. Therefore, the longer the questionnaire is, more possible for missing of fact and more difficult to solve problems with statistical procedures (such as missing value replacement, converting data to quality based on statistical usage conditions). It is not the actual solution. However, reducing the number of items is an important way to address these limitations.
Cutting off some questions in the questionnaire seems to 134
Factor Structure and Measurement Invariance of the Self-discipline Model Using the Different-length Questionnaires: Application of Multiple Matrix Sampling be the simplest way to go about controlling the question in the right amount. As a result, researchers can easily determine the number of appropriate items, ease to manage and spend no long time to integrate and analyze data. But there is limitation that is the defect in confirming content validity in the measurement of highly abstract and wide-ranging social science variables. While other scholars propose ways to reduce the number of items, the number of questions for each respondent decreases. But the scope of measurement is still covered by theoretical framework and research frameworks, also known as Multiple Matrix Sampling (MMS) ( [36] ; [27] ; [9] ; [10] ). The concept was developed to reduce the limitations, was better than the first method and was in line with current research in social sciences specifically, the collection of data on quality measurement of educational standards of learners at the national level, with the scope of measurement of broad academic knowledge involving lots of content. Consequently, it is necessary to use the questions to be as representatives measuring the sufficiently covered content, such as TIMSS, PISA, PIRLS, NAEP ( [10] ; [13] ). Even the MMS technique has the advantage of collecting social data in the past, the application is still in the scope of massive survey [2] and large scale measurements of what the researchers are interested in. ( [13] ; [43] ; [10] ; [20] ). The lack of development and validation of the effectiveness of MMS for the development of statistical techniques in the analysis of social science research data requires the use of research instruments with the long length especially, the structural equation model (SEM), which focuses on the study and measurement of variables, is called latent variable. It is derived from several common variables, called the measurement model and the analysis called factor analysis. Thereupon, the researcher would like to compare the results of using MMS technique to measure self-discipline variables for good citizenship. It is the scope with complex variables with many metrics and questions in order to prove that when using the MMS technique to collect data from a questionnaire, compared to using a full-length questionnaire, does the research result differ and how?
Multiple Matrix Sampling
Turnbull, Ebel, and Lord: researchers from the Education Assessment Service presented the first MMS concept in the early 1950s to collect and analyze national education data to estimate the norm [37] . The results showed that the mean of the population was the closest to the sample mean when the items were randomly selected for splitting questionnaire and assigned students to answer this randomized sub-questionnaire [43] . Later on American official units has started to apply MMS in 1970 [9] , and the development of a statistical method to test the effect of MMS on a clearer basis. In particular, the work of Shoemaker [37] , who studied and wrote documents on the use of MMS, describes the statistical methodology, estimation, hypothesis testing, and guidelines of MMS application in the data integration. He described and gathered them; therefore, he became the first reference citation until now.
MMS is a technique used to split the items within the same questionnaire into randomly selected subgroups called sub-questionnaire (sometimes refers to as a booklet) to be used to gather data from sub-samples that are grouped from a single sample to provide only one copy. Therefore, each sample does not need to answer for all full frame items in a complete questionnaire, but all questionnaires are included in randomized complete subgroups ( [27] ; [25] ). The questionnaire design is managed some questions to share for all subgroups of sample before the results are then sorted into a matrix of respondents' responses to show the relationship between respondents and each response received individually. The questions without answers are as the missing value called as Missing Completely At Random (MCAR). This means that the loss of data is independent from the responses in question, then the other complete data can be used and affect the few variation of conclusion ( [30] ; [9] ), so it can bring the obtain data to statistical analysis for analyzing data.
The principles of splitting question set based on MMS are 1) the number of booklet sets (t) can be divided not more than the number of item to measure the sub-variables or observed variables with the least number of items such as the variable using the least questions measure basically on 3 items; therefore, the booklet can be divided not more than 3 sets (1 question per set), 2) setting the number of item in each set (k) should be equal or very similar. It can be calculated from the total number of questionnaires in the completed questionnaire (I) divided by the total number of booklets (k = I / t) such as there are 150 items for the complete questionnaire if setting 3 booklets; each has 50 items and 3) the number of respondents (n) can be calculated from the total number of samples (N) divided by the number of booklets (n = N / t). For example, there are 600 respondents with 3 booklets. Consequent, 200 respondents answer for a booklet (each questionnaire is randomized for each respondent) [39] ; [16] (. Moreover, to manage the question sets to booklet, it can be done both having sharing questions and unsharring questions for all samples giving data [40] . The other questions can be randomly selected with either replacement technique or without replacement technique [23] .
The advantage of using MMS beside allowing the respondents to use short-length questionnaire while the measurement results still cover the entire content, it has the benefits on 1) reducing standard error in estimation ( [37] ; [27] ; [10] (, 2) applying to a large collection of data at the macro level (eg, national data collection, demographic survey) [25] , 3) saving time in collecting data [23] , 4) more acceptance of MMS than matched-item in parallel questionnaire because it can solve the length of the instrument [37] , and 4) preventing the copier from answering the question if the tool is a national test designed using multiple booklets. The limitation are found that 1) the probability of receiving a booklet of samples is not independent of each other, 2) the management and use of the booklets is more complicated, 3) There is no accurate principles about the application of random pattern in real situation. It depends on the situation and suitability [27] .
The knowledge gained from MMS research is well known in the early 1970s. Researchers focus on the effects of using MMS in various ways. The results of this study are summarized as follows: 1) splitting the questionnaire with many booklets produces better result than splatting with the least booklets since the number of questions in booklets is reduced and it affects the estimation of mean with stability [37] , 2) randomness of stratified random sampling based on the content and item difficulty level of the questionnaire on stability of mean estimation and variance is not significantly different from simple random sampling ( [21] ; [29] (, 3) simple randomization may not be appropriate for use in the context of educational measurement because of the contextual differences and the purpose of measurement. Therefore, randomized block selection can be used with the purpose of the block to provide a subset of booklets, called Balanced Incomplete Block Design (BIB) [43] , 4) the use of MMS, there is the potential for a context effect when multiple tests are used by administrators for multiple and variant exams to test all students at the same time [37] . However, scholars also see that the context effect may have less chance and a little effect on measurement results, and 5). the application of MMS to compare the goodness of fit of SEM using the 2 and 3 sets of the MMS package, it was found that the sampling model for 3 booklet sets of without replacement items and unsharring questions has the correlation between the model and better fit with the empirical data than the mentioned model from the complete questionnaire [16] . However, research reports using MMS were also used to study the effect of the present small-scale equation model. The structural equation analysis technique is an analysis that can be split into many sub-techniques. If there is the serious study, it is useful to describe the phenomenon that researchers are more interested in corresponding to the conditions of the relationship of social science and confirm the accuracy of the measurement specifically; the variables that define the scope of the measurement are wildly and highly abstract.
The Hypothetical Model
Data used in the study of MMS, the researcher selected the self-discipline model analysis for good citizenship of undergraduate students. There are four main reasons for this: 1( it is a fundamental feature of human resource development that is an important force in society and nation ( [34] ; [11] (. The scope of self-discipline still has the limitations is quite abstract and extensive, and modify according to development by age, so the understanding of the self-discipline scope, 2) the results of the synthesis of documents related to the concept of the academic showed that there is the different description of the self-discipline characteristics, varied from five to twelve behaviors ( [44] ; [8] ; [26] (. According to the synthesized research report about self-discipline characteristics covered 40 researches among the primary level students to the university students, the majority of students as 22.50% defined self-discipline measurement as behaving based on the agreement to act as only one behavior. In addition, 13 different behaviors of disciplinary behaviors were found. There was a clear difference in understanding of the core features of self-discipline in Thailand, 3) higher education students is a product of development of self-discipline from the basic education system in the country for more than 14 years by law, which deserves to be equipped with self-discipline preconceptions before becoming a good citizen after graduation. It is not that incredible, disclosure of information on self-discipline and social discipline in such groups is ongoing such as traffic discipline, fake documents, and examination fraud. It also does not maintain enrollment time or enrollment for each semester, and 4) the abstraction of the measure with a large number of attributes makes it difficult, so it is essential to use a lot of questions for measurement and it affects the length of the instrument. Hence, it is appropriate to use MMS to test the results of the analysis of measurement models in Model Form and Parameters invariances.
The researchers set up a framework for measuring and developing self-discipline measurement models for good citizenship. Based on the synthesis of variables from the concept above, the four components of disciplinary measurement are as follows: 1) Responsibility: RES, it is covering 8 indicators for measuring performance as 1.1) a success in tasks and assignments; 1.2) class attention; 1.3) preparation for study; 1.4) participation in class and activities held by the faculty and university; 1.5) punctuality; 1.6) protection of public properties; 1.7) follow-up of the faculty and university's information; and 1.8) Self-care, 2) Honesty: HON is the measure of the 2 indicators that are 2.1) acceptance of effects caused by one's own actions and 2.2) none of cheating, 3) Compliance with regulations: COM means 7 indicators as 3.1) respect for traffic rules; 3.2) restraint from drinking alcohol and drug use; 3.3) restraint from physical and emotional abuse of others; 3.4) restraint from gambling; 3.5) restraint from offenses against property; 3.6) compliance with university's regulations and announcements; 3.7) no possession or carrying of lethal weapons; and 4) Patience, determination, and intention: PAT covers 3 indicators as 4.1) attempt to accomplish the tasks and assignments; 4.2) physical and emotional self-control; 4.3) acquisition of knowledge.
The structure of relationship on self-discipline measurement for good citizenship among undergraduate students indicates the relationship as the measurement model illustrated in Figure 1 . The researcher uses it the hypothesis model in this study. 
Research Objectives
The research aims to study two aspects: 1) to test model validation of the self-discipline for good citizenship. Since the model has been reviewed, new components and indicators are released as a result of the review of relevant literature and research including extending the scope of measurement for identifying features in higher education students. The group of students is strong in the body and mind. This scope is compliance with the field of self-discipline metrics covering all synthesized indicators, and 2) to test the differences model form and estimated parameters in the self-discipline model from the MMS application between a full questionnaire and a split questionnaire.
Samples and Data Collection
Research samples included 1,047 undergraduate students of Chiang Mai University; 585 (41.578%) males and 822 (58.422%) females. They were randomly selected by stratified random sampling from a population of 25,152 in 22 faculties. The sample size estimation was 15 times of parameters in the hypothetical mode of the self-discipline measurement with 67 values, more than 10 times as suggested by the use of equation modeling techniques ( [22] ; [12] ) because the design of multiple group analysis, the Pearson's correlation of proportion between population and sample in each faculty was 0.743. It implied that the research sample represented for the population in good level.
The instrument used in the research was Self-Discipline Measurement (89 items), 4 pages in length, and 5 ratingscale items (1 = least practice, 5 = best practice). It measure the components of responsibility (39 items), honesty (8 items), compliance with regulations (23 items), and patience, determination, and intention (17 items). Each item was subjected to a content validity check from a specialist before attempting a tryout with 120 similar characteristics of samples. Then, the results of the questionnaire brought to calculate the value of discrimination by Item-Total Correlation. The finding was found to be positive between 0.219 and 0.896 and reliability (α) using the Cronbach's Alpha Coefficient formula to measure the 20 indicators, ranged from 0.547 to 0.908 (Table 1) . 
The researcher collected the questionnaire along with the data of students in each faculty who were the samples by clarifying the objectives and free timing for answering process. It was found that students were able to read and write data for 30-45 minutes, then returned the completed questionnaire, checked the completeness and recorded the data for analysis in two cases. The first case is using the data from the complete questionnaire to check the accuracy of model validation and the second case uses the data from the complete questionnaire combined with the obtained data dividing the booklets by MMS. With the MMS, the questionnaire was split into two issues by the recommendation of Van Der Linden and other [34] . They proposed to conduct stratified random sampling through the block, using the components to study as block or the strata in random. In this case, the researcher selected the observable variable as a block or stratified random for managing the questionnaire and random each booklet in each observable variable. There was one variable left and then it was gathers in to one set randomly. This was because the number of questions in the least variable in the measurement of the observation variable was five variables: A7, C1, C2, C4, and D3 are two variables, resulting in no more than two sets of questions. The total of 44 items, two pages, the reliability of 0.937, and the second questionnaire were 45 items with two pages. The reliability was 0.913.
Data Analysis
The researcher applied the results of the disciplinary approach that was considered for the completeness and prepared the results as matrix of the relationship between the students' responses and 89 questions individually. After that there was the mean from each item for 20 observable variables in order to analyze data based on each objective.
According to the first objective, the researcher used the data to prepare the mean of each observed variables from the full questionnaire to analyze by Second-order Confirmatory Factor Analysis (2 nd CFA) for the validity of the hypothesis model with empirical data using Mplus 7.4 with the maximum likelihood estimation method (ML). It was used to determine the correlation between the model and the empirical data comprising of the relative chi-square or the proportion between chi-square and degree of freedom that should not exceed 2 [35] . The p-value showed no statistically significance at .05 (p-value ≥ .05) In addition, the Comparative Fit Index (CFI) and the Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI) should be more than 0.90 )if more than 0.95 is very good). The Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) and the Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR) index should be below 0.08 )if less than 0.05, it is very consistent) ( [15] ; [19] (. The second objective is to study the differences in model form and parameter estimation between models using the data from the full complete questionnaire and the split questionnaire. Based on the MMS concept, the researchers used a multiple group confirmatory factor analysis (MGCFA) to test the invariance of the model form and the parameters in the measurement model [5] . Considering the statistical significance of the chi-square relative value from the set condition, the parameter setting between the groups was the same value. It started from setting the strict condition in each part: hypothesis test for parameter invariance test of measurement errors of observed variables (H1-H4) and, in addition, hypothesis test for measurement errors of latent variables (H5-H6). Then, hypothesis makes a test for factor loadings of observable variables (H7-H10) and latent variables (H11), respectively ( [18] ; [7] ). To assess the consistency of the model and empirical data for multiple group analysis, the change of CFI, TLI, and RMSEA [6] were used to determine. If it was found the change after setting the condition of CFI that was not higher than 0.01 (ΔCFI ≤ 0.01) and the TLI value was not higher than 0.50 (ΔTLI ≤ 0.50) including RMSEA values, they would be not statistically significant.
Findings
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In preliminary data, each observable variable had the mean value between 3.58 (A2) to 4.45 (C5) and SD between 0.53 (C6, D2) to 0.86 (C4) and the value of KMO was 0.949. Bartlett's test of sphericity showed the rejection of the null hypothesis at the significant level as .01 (χ 2 = 16221.757, df = 190, p-value = 0.000). It indicated that the observable variables had the significant correlation towards component analysis )detailed correlation coefficients were shown in the lower diagonal correlation matrix in Appendix(. The results of the second-order CFA analysis showed that the hypothesis model was consistent with the empirical data at a good level with the consistent index as χ 2 = 187.931, df = 161, p-value = 0.0720 indicated that acceptance of the null hypothesis (H0) was with CFI = 0.998, TLI = 0.998, RMSEA = 0.011 and SRMR = 0.032. With this value, the model had the congruence with the empirical data as the setting criteria. Additionally, the results of parameter estimation showed that the weight values of all components in the model were significantly different from those of the statistically significant ones with the level of significance at .01.
For the first component, the weight of components in each standard score was composed of The results of the model form invariance testing, there were no constrained parameter between groups (Unconditional model), it showed that the model had change between groups considered from the consistency as The objectives of this study were to validate self-discipline for good citizenship measurement model and to test model form and parameters invariance between the models using the data from the full questionnaire and the model using the MMS length reduction questionnaire. The findings showed that measurement model is congruence with empirical data and some parameters were different or variance across both of model form and parameters in the model.
The findings indicate that the measurement model is still explained by four key components, based on twenty observable variables. These together form the bigger measurement structure and they have the construct validity whether consider the long-length questionnaire or the reduced short-length questionnaire in accordance with MMS technique. Moreover, the data analysis revealed the significance of MMS technique application to reduce the length of questionnaire.
Based on the observations of the parameters invariance test with the factor loadings as the first step shows that seven transformational parameters occur when the questionnaire is split into two types: 1) two values are invariance occurring when using measuring only one item per one observable variable (balanced 1 : 1) , 2) the remaining invariance values occurring in the case of use more than one item per an observed variable and employ unequal items or unbalanced item to measure one observed variable, such as 1 : 2, 2 : 1, or 3 : 2, 2 : 3. The two sets of questions have the greatest variability. There are no variants of 2 : 2 matching sets of item, as well as unequal sets in case there are more than three sets, such as 5 : 6.
The important reasons that can be used to explain the causes of parameter variation, but ultimately the measurement model is still consistent are: (i) the reduction of questions is to decrease ability of the instrument to measure reliability. Paynr [31] describes the use of questionnaires to collect a small amount of data affecting inconstant the parameter estimation, (ii) splitting the set of questions that combine to measure variables according to the same definitions is separate to each other. As a result, there is the same observable variable in measurement, but it is a different issue, particularly the observed variables with the fewer questions for measuring. Wiesma and Jurs [41] argue that the design of measurement questions with similar semantic meanings results in an increased trend of reliability value, )iii) stratified random sampling of questions contributes to the distribution of items in the hypothesis model in both sets of data. Each set contains data for all observable variables even there are different issues, but it is still in the same definition of terminology in line with the recommendations of van De Linden et al [43] , which describes the use of BIBs to collect educational data. It should be emphasized that random block design should be used for querying booklets. The number of blocks should be assigned to each booklet. The number of booklets should be assigned to each block as well. However, this research is different from the van Der Linden et al.'s concept that there is no design of the questions' number between the questionnaire and the block equally. Because of the definition of observable variables has a different scope. As a result, each block is created in a different number of questions. The questionnaire may be divided into the same numbers or not. It also refers to as the Unbalanced Incomplete Block Design (UIB), which is unique and suitable for use in reducing the length of the questions in the SEM research with the use of latent variables, (iv) using the MMS technique to split the questions is a technique to reduce the number of questions that differ from the method of dividing the questionnaire based on parallel form. Although the number of questions is decreased, the data returned will not merge answers to analyze based on the hypothesis. There are 4 mentioned reasons for this. As a result, there is the variation of the parameters even the hypothetical model still fits into the empirical data. However, some of the predicted answers lacked support from other research, as the number of studies in the MMS application in the analysis of the structural equations model is still limited.
The conclusion of this study has not had the context effect and boredom effect suggested by Shoemaker [37] , Rolstad et al [33] , and Sinder et al [38] since there was no difference between the data collectors and the length of the questionnaire among each student. The set of answers was organized after the complete information before using the data obtained randomly. Although most of the results of parameter estimation from data model based on full questionnaire had higher than the model gaining the data from MMS, both of models the form of using or not using the answers of each data provider is random. Although the majority of the parameter estimation results from the data model from the complete questionnaire were higher than those using MMS data, both models obtained consistent and statistically significant results. Moreover, most of the gained values were slightly different from the estimation results. If the gained parameters are brought to study the relationship, it will show that the correlation coefficient between the parameter estimation results from the inter-group model was positively correlated at the high level )rxy=0.996). Significantly, the major variation in the measurement parameters was found in the estimation of measurement errors (H1-H6) rather than in the estimate of factor loadings showing half of variation (H7-11) of the total number of parameters has been estimated.
As the view of the researcher, I do still have the consistent agreement with researchers pioneering the use of MMS techniques to solve the problems of the questionnaire's length for research data collection. The length of the questionnaire was not significantly different from that of the questionnaire. In addition, the results of the research were positive rather than using the full questionnaire ( [32] ; [2] ; [33] ; [38] ), especially in the data 142 Factor Structure and Measurement Invariance of the Self-discipline Model Using the Different-length Questionnaires: Application of Multiple Matrix Sampling analysis context. It had the proof with the consistency that the model analyzed by MMS technique had the better validity than the complete questionnaire [16] . It can be observed from the contribution of Chi-square in accordance with the model of MMS model which was lower than that of traditional model from the analysis before and after modifying. This difference is expected to be clearer If the question form is completely used before the actual data is collected and when the questionnaire is longer than this including open questions in the questionnaire because of the chance of fatigue effect or boredom occurrence truly. In consequence, the use of MMS for data collection for research has begun to provide more evidence of efficacy. There are still some aspects that are still waiting for proof in the future. However, there is a weight to consider when compared to the use of the full-length tool, which results in failure to recover or to obtain inaccurate information. This leads to the conclusion of the research that is incorrect.
In conclusion, the results of MMS research can be used to collect data in the SEM research. The important process is to design a questionnaire to measure two or more observable variables after the booklet is made. It should be divided into balanced items. The use of data is more similar to the use of data from the complete questionnaire. For example, in the questionnaire divided into three booklets should use the number of items for the measurement of each observable variable including six items (2: 2: 2 or two for each booklet). The researchers may use the number of questions to measure unbalanced items in the case of the remaining number of questions. After setting each booklet, there are more than three items in each issue (eg 3: 4: 3 or 4: 4 : 5), but should not have too many numbers. Moreover, questions should be organized into booklets with the use of stratified random sampling by using strata of observed variables, it will increase the probability distribution of the content of the variables according to the conceptual framework of the research.
The researcher reiterated that the knowledge about the application of MMS in the SEM research is still limited in a present day. The results of this study are only some part of knowledge in the scope of study and explain the measurement of large scale structure. It is not intended to predict or study the influence of variables. With, structural equation modeling, there are also many types of data analysis techniques with the specific data for specific data that can be tested efficacy in the future. A1  A2  A3  A4  A5  A6  A7  A8  B1  B2  C1  C2  C3  C4  C5  C6  C7  D1  D2 
